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A REPORT ON
E.P. 5U. CUTTING METHODS IN IMMATURE AND THRIFTY MATURE; SPRUCl 

T1[PE3 (INTERIOR OF PR. RUPERTS FOREST DISTRICT)

1. IHTROPgCTION
A request was made in 1956 by Prince Rupert District to 

initiate a cutting method study in inmature and thrifty mature spruce 
types of the Interior. Suggestions as to the objectives of the 
proposed study were rather controversial and it was, therefore, 
considered desirable to first carry out a problem analysis of the 
stands in question. This report will give a brief account of the 
conditions encountered on this reconnaissance, which took place 
between July 29th and September 6th, 1957.

Original objectives of the reconnaissance weret
(a) to analyze the response to cutting methods applied to date 

in Immature and thrifty mature spruce types;
(b) to provide the basis for the establishment of a cutting method 

study in these types.
It was soon recognized that operations in theseimmature 

and thrifty mature spinioe stands had been active for very few years 
only (2-3 years on the average) and that, hence, few definite conclusions 
could be gained after such a short period. Objectives were, therefore, 
extended to matiire and overmat\ire stands of same type in order to 
obtain preliminary ideas as to the response of the general type to 
various cutting methods. At the same time, it was decided to devote 
a certain amount of time to studying yet untouched stands.



The general region covered by the reconnaissance 
can be grouped into three areas*
(a) the lower Bulkley Valley between Houston and Moricetown 

(incl. some of the side valleys such as Telkwa River Valley,
Ceurr Creek, Sheedy Cr., Ifeed Cr. euid Gramophone Cr.);

(b) the shore belt of Babine Lakej
(c) the Morice Forest between Lamprey Cr, and the Engineering 

construction camp.
The extensive area under consideration ccxnbined with 

the short time available stressed the reconnaissance character of 
the stxidy, thus restricting intensive approaches to a few selected 
stands. Practical work started with a very valuable Introduction 
to the local conditions by both the District Silviculturist and the 
respective Rangers, In each area a number of timber sales were 
selected covering the range of main factors such as site type, age 
of stand M d  operation, cutting method applied, quality of work 
performance, etc. After having gained the necessary background for 
these specific cases, individual sale areas were examined. Examinations 
consisted in verifying the data obtained from cruising and logging 
reports and were supplemented an assessment of individual stand 
components, their entity and their possible trends in development.
More intensive surveys were carried out in a few cases of particular 
Interest. These special surveys were based on a stocked qviadrat 
concept (such as described in E.P, 486) and consisted in 100 multi- 
sized quadrats being mechanically distributed over such areas.



the stratum in focus. In addition to actual stocking and vertical 
steuid structure, data were secured on the importance and distribution 
of windfalls, slash and minor vegetation as well as on species, 
quality, age and diameter growth of representative sample stems , 
from each layer (trees, poles, regeneration), A last source of 
information were the nxanerous discussions with individual operators 
and working personnel,
2, OBSERVATIOHS 
21, Virgin stands

Pirobably the most significant fact about spruce stands 
in the region described is that they are extremely irregular in their 
distribution as a whole as vrell as in their individual characteristics. 
While e,g, extensive spruce types of relatively uniform character 
can be found in the central and southern central interior, little 
similarity will be noticed in the lower sections of the Bulkley Valley 
and the rolling country around Babine Lake, vtoere a variety of soil 
conditions and fire history created an extremely patcly forest cover. 
This is complicated to seme extent (particularly Sheedy Creek on 
the north) by local signs of coasteQ. influence, favouring such species 
as westera hemlock smd western red cedar. An exception to this colorful 
conglomerate is the relatively uniform spruce and spruce-lodgepole pine 
forests of the Morice River drainage. Seeking the common rather than 
the diverse, a rough classification would probably distinguish three 
major types* (a) spruce/aspen/cottonwood type

(b) spruce/lodgepole pine type
(o) spruce/alpine fir type
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The folloxdng remarks will point to seme relevant characteristics 
of these three typesi
211, Spiapfi/Agpep/Cpttaa)̂

This type has been found almost through the whole region 
covered by reconnaissance. Particularly abundant in the areas east 
of Moricetown, along eastern shore of Bablne Lake and in the Telkwa 
River Valley. These stands have a typically two-layered structure. 

Main canopy: Aspen and cottonwood with patches of spruce. The
latter came in tinder the pioneer stand and in 
openings; usually wolfy appearance with crown right 
down to the ground; but veiy thrifty. Most of 
aspen are confined to pole size, while some 
of the cottonwood is tree size. Both are declining 
in growth and decadent; numerous breakdowns create 
openings.

b) Understom Dense clumps of spruce reproduction coming up partly
under the main canopy, partly in openings on rotting
aspen wood, btost of them are very thrifty.

These two layers are supplemented by very luxurious brush, consisting 
mainly of Viburnum, Comus, Lonicera and Rosa species.
A typical example of this type* stand (l), (see appendix) Wright Bay.
212. SnruceAiodgepole Pine

One of the larges concentrations of this type was found 
in the Morice River drainage, mostly occupying gravelly terraces. 
Again, there was a pronounced two-layer structure*
a) Main canopy* Spruce and lodgepole pine in single-stem mixture

together with some clumps of aspen and a few alpine



fir. About 50% of the main canojy has reached tree 
size (12") while the remainder are poles - Spruce 
mostly with well developed crown and thrifty; 
dominant lodgepole pines still vigorous, >diile 
codominant ones (/ interned) definitely declining.
Aspen in decadent stage,

b) Understorvt High percentage of pine in main canopy (with open
crowns) provides sufficient light for abundant 
reproduction, mainly of spruce; hence, majority of 
regeneration is found under cover - nevertheless 
thrifty, Idttlo competition by minor vegetation 
which is very thin. Typical example* (5), To-Ho Crook, 

213, Spruoe/Alptne fir type
Stands of this typo were mainly found along the NW shore 

line of Babine Lake (between Bear Isld, and McKendrick Isld,), and in 
the neighbourhood of Carr Creek (E, of Telkwa) and Sheedy Creek (SW of 

Moricetown), Stands of this type are very similar to spruce-alpine stands 
in Pr, George District, though individual sites are less extensive. Typical 
multi-layered structure with high percentage of spruce in the tree layer 
and majority (80-90^) of alpine fir in poles and advance reproduction.
Quality of the understory is rather poor, most of the stems being stunted 
of relatively hl^ age and infected by butt rot. Ground vegeatatlon is 
very luxurious on Devil's Club sites while less pronounced on Aralia/Dry opters 
and Comus/Moss sites.



22. Logged stands
Examinations of numerous csutovers indicate the 

following major problems*
(1) Poor residual stands are usually left after diameter limit 
cuttings, particiilarly after a high d.l. in spruce-alpine fir type. 
Residuals consist largely of low quality trees and poles while 
advance reproduction contains only a few aspirants for fbture
crop trees. Species - ratio usually is well in favour of undesired 
species such as alpine fir, aspen, etc.

Wind disturbance is of relatively little importance, 
however suppoirts normal rate of mortality. (Typical example of such 
a residual stand* (3), NW Bear Island). Even though residual 
components will probably react to release they wiH not improve 
in quality— hence, will never be considered for harvest.
(2) Brush growth is favoured ly cutting. ESxtensive thickets are 
found in cutovers, particularly on good sites in the spruce/alpine 
fir and spruce/aspen/cottonwood types. This brush competes success
fully with germinants of coniferous species. (Typical example* (4 )
NE Telkwa).
(3) Seedbed preparation occurs only to a very limited extent in
the normal logging operation. Even a relatively dense net of skidroads 
(as revealed by an intensive survey) creates hardly more than 25% 

of quadrats with mineral soil exposed, since bark, branches and other 
logging debris cover considerable portion of disturbed ground. Due 
to scarcity of spruce seedyears a large proportion of these accidentally 
scarified spots becme covered with herbaceous vegetation rather than 
with desirable growing stock.



(4) Damage to residual oqmpopentg through logging has been 
frequently observed; vdiile it Is Insignificant in poor q\iality 
stands, it is an important factor where it reduces thrifty advance 
reproduction such as often encountered in thrifty mature spruce/aspen/ 
cottonwood stands (cf. exaa5)le (l)). Factors responsible for this 
damage arc type of equipment (large size, wide blades), careless 
handling of equipment (inadequate use of winch, turning of tractor 
off skidroads, etc.) lack of supervision of working personnel by 
both the operator and the Forest Service.

It has been observed that during recent years, 
considerable efforts have been devoted to attacking some of these 
problems. Marking as a substitute for the rigid diameter limit \ms 
definitely a progressive step. Increasing experience is being built 
up by stand treatment crews and their supervisors in assessing stand 
conditions and selecting the "corresponding" treatment. It cannot 
be denied that a few remarkable results liave been achieved in partisLL 
cuttings in thrifty mature spruce types, especially in the Babine 
Lake and Morice River area. One stand in particular has left a 
favourable impression (T,S, X61395, Morice Forest^) of vdiat can be 
realized by a conbined effort of Forest Service and operator. While 
attitude and technique of marking are all but perfect, they are 
only i': very seldom the limiting factors in controlling the
success of the operation. Operational factors are chiefly responsible 
for unsatisfactory results (lack of co-operation by the operator, 
inadequate logging methods, xinsuitable equipment, careless handling 
of equipment, etc.).

%Iarked cutting in a 110 year old S/Pl stand. Due to the use of a 
small cat (Oliver DC-3) with arch, exceptionally little disttxrbance 
was made in residual stand. A relatively uniform canopy has been 
left and it sems quite likely that residual stems will profit from 
increased living space.



3. RECOMMEHDATIOHS
31. General

Most of the problems inctirred in harvesting spruce 
stands in the types described are similar to those experienced in 
corresponding types of the Pr. George and, to some extent, of 
the Kamloops District. Satisfactory solutions for the present 
stage of development will, therefore, be provided by replication 
of active studies from the two adjacent districts (slash disposal, 
artifical scarification, planting, seeding, brush control, etc.)
This will be a mere routine job and will call for additional 
activity on the part of district staff (managemient) supplemented 
by Reforestation Division and, of course, by the necessary guidance 
frcsn Research. The major activity of Research, however, shoiild be 
devoted to visualize the future development. This would mean: to
provide the necessary facts \dilch would allow (a) a sound formiilation 
of long-term management objectives; and (b) a realistic concept of 
how these long-term objectives can be implemented.
32. Specific 
321. Management

Little can be said with respect to replication of 
pilot operations. They are more or less purely organizational 
questions, requiring familiarity with distribution of personnel 
in the district, their organization, workload, etc.



One particular question in connection vd.th management 
policy, however, should be mentioned. It was formulated by the 
District Silviculturalist and, in a way, was the starting point of 
this reconnaissance. It is the question, whether Immature and 
thrifty mature spruce stands should presently be cut (by ways of 
a 2 out shelter-wood system), or whether they should be left untouched 
for another period of years and then be harvested in one cut (cf. 
working plan, section 2), In silvicultural terms this question 
meant: whether or not the econcsnics of the second cut would outweigh
the value of destroyed advance reproduction induced by the first cut.

Results from E.P. 160 and E.P. 503 indicate that 
vigorous stems in healthy condition on relatively poor sites are 
able to produce as much as 7 ins. diameter growth within 28 years 
after having been released frcm their Immediate suppressors. Release 
reaction was smaller in even-aged conditions. There is no reason 
to believe that this release potential shotild be lower on good 
sites, such as prevailing in these Immature and thrifty mature spruce 
stands, A positive outcome of this two cut system, however, requires 
the presence of sufficient good quality stems of at least pole size, 
which, after the first cut, could build up the second crop. This 
system wotild yield higher revenue than any clear-cut systmn by 
producing higher value within shorter time. Moreover it would 
build up some experience still lacking in improvement cuts of 
interior spruce which, in view of a future pulp econony, would become 
extremely valuable. Higher standainis on the part of the operator.



improved logging techniques and closer supervision will provide 
higher life expectancy for advance reproduction, should any become 
established prior to the second cut.

Should there be any pressure on these stands from 
the operators* side (as there was in recent years), it would, 
therefore, be recommended to grant application, provided the 
operator Is willing to cope with the rigid restrictions imposed 
by this cutting system. Careful re-checks of representation 
residual stands at about five year intervals would provide the 
necessary guidance in modifying the system and the technique of 
its implementation.

As previously outlined, the main role of research 
in dealing with these types (and probably with any others) woxild 
be to:
(a) put management objectives on a sound basis;
(b) provide a realistic concept of how these objectives can bo 

Implemented.
As yet, no answer has been given to the question*

What is the ideal treatment of these stands? Present "long term" 
objectives are a compromise between what we think should be aimed 
at and what we expect could be realized at the present stage. It 
will not be before these two considerations are divorced from each 
other, that clear concepts of management will become established. 
Necessary steps towards this goal are*
(a) Establishment of experimental reserves, within idiich stands 

are permanently treated on an ideally intensive basis. Under 
a variety of conditions, results will prove the relative merits



of different sllvicult\iral systems.
(b) ContlnuouB aimlysla of operational faotorg

(Efficiency of system, personnel, equipment and organization) 
responsible for:
- silvicultural success of ideal treatment|
- (unsatisfactory) results of conventional treatments.

With particular respect to Immature and thrifty mature 
spruce types, it is suggested to establish experimental reserves of 
3-4CX3 acres in each of the three types described. They shotild be 
easily accessible and if possible, situated in a larger block of 
similar character, so that results could find ready application on 
a larger scale. The regional research officer would be responsible 
for any activity on these reserves. Direct sale procedure with 
full compensation for heavy restrictions of the operator would be 
prerequisite foi realization of the concept. Special equipment and, 
for stxne phases, working personnel would have to be provided by the 
Forest Service.

Conclusions as to suitable areas for such resells 
are of a preliminary nature. Some effort has been made (at the end 
of reconnaissance) to find scxae experimental ground in the spruce/ 
lodgepole pine typo, k promising area was found in the neighboinrhood 
of To-Ho Creek in the Morlce Forest, Results from svirveys made plus 
stand descriptions are given in (5)» (6) and (7). The area would 
comprise a fairly uniform spruce-lodgepole pine stand on a well 
drained terrace ((5) and (7)) and a practically pure spruce stand
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at a relatively steep N-slope ((6))
Proposed treatment of stands!
(a) Spruce-lodgepole pine ((5), (?)}
Objectives select the most promising individuals among poles and 
trees and remove their strongest competitors. Let them benefit from 
increased living space until they start to decline in growth. At 
the same time preserve and gradually enlarge the abundant reproduction 
centres.

There would be about three cuts until the elite trees 
reach maturity. The first cut would remove 50JC of merchantable volume 
in trees being competitors to elite trees and poles (most of lodgepole 
pine would be ranoved). The second cut, after an interval of about 
15 years, will remove another 50^ of merchantable volume (at that time), 
leaving only the top quality specimens for additional Increase. The 
third cut after another 15-20 years would then harvest this elite and 
give rocan for the young poles coming up in previous reproduction centers. 
Unreproduced parts of the stand would at the same time be scarified.
(b) Spruce ((6))

Same objectives as above with the exception that 
even-aged structure should be maintained. There would be, therefore, 
no intention to Induce or preserve nattural reproduction much before 
final harvest cut, A similar cutting regime would be applied as 
described above.

These "ideal" treatments would be ccanpared tot
- a block without improvanent cuts, being harvested at the same 
time as (a) and (b)j

- a block with conventional "negative" selection under the two- 
cut shelterwood system.



Complete stand analyses will have to be made prior 
and immediately after any activity. Special consideration vdll 
have to be given to the selection of equipment, organization of 
work, etc. Time studies sho\ild be carried out of every phase of 
operation, allowing conclusions as to the efficiency ofi equipment, 
its handling, crew organization, etc.

Time studies of representative operations \inder 
normal conditions (in same type) will allow comparison with ideal 
setup. This information will be the basis for revision of conventional 
contract clauses. They will be transformed into realistic steps 
towards a clear objective.

îirther suggestions may be found in a memorandum*
"Some consideration on the expansion of work science studies with 
respect to silvlcultxiral problems in the Interior."

February 26th, 1958,




